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Abstract: It is necessary to construct an effective trust model to build trust relationship between peers in peer-to-peer (P2P)
network and enhance the security and reliability of P2P systems. The current trust models only focus on the consumers′ evaluation
to a transaction, which may be abused by malicious peers to exaggerate or slander the provider deliberately. In this paper, we
propose a novel trust model based on mutual evaluation, called METrust, to suppress the peers′ malicious behavior, such as dishonest
evaluation and strategic attack. METrust considers the factors including mutual evaluation, similarity risk, time window, incentive, and
punishment mechanism. The trust value is composed of the direct trust value and the recommendation trust value. In order to inhibit
dishonest evaluation, both participants should give evaluation information based on peers′ own experiences about the transaction while
computing the direct trust value. In view of this, the mutual evaluation consistency factor and its time decay function are proposed.
Besides, to reduce the risk of computing the recommendation trust based on the recommendations of friend peers, the similarity risk
is introduced to measure the uncertainty of the similarity computing, while similarity is used to measure credibility. The experimental
results show that METrust is effective, and it has advantages in the inhibition of the various malicious behaviors.
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1 Introduction

In peer-to-peer (P2P) network, peers have equal func-
tionality and can communicate directly to exchange infor-
mation and collaborate with each other. It provides a flexi-
ble and extensible computing environment for large-scale re-
sources sharing, instant communication, cooperative work-
ing, etc. The nature of distributed, self-organized, anony-
mous and dynamic P2P network offers enormous opportu-
nities and presents potential threats and risks too. There
are a lot of selfish, deceptive, and malicious behavior in P2P
networks[1]. It is hard to solve these problems efficiently by
conventional security policies, such as authentication[2], au-
thorization, confidentiality of communications[3], etc. As a
result, trust mechanism in social network is introduced to
improve the scalability and robustness of the P2P systems.
Trust model collects, distributes, and aggregates feedbacks
about participants′ past behavior to help peers to decide
whom to trust.

Like the interpersonal relationships in social network,
there are two kinds of trust between peers in P2P net-
work: direct trust and recommendation trust. Direct trust
means two peers directly exchange information, and the di-
rect reputation is based on their direct experience, which
usually is the consumer′s one-way evaluation to the trans-
action in existing trust models. Dishonest evaluation may
be provided by some malicious peers to slander good peers
or make strategic attacks. Recommendation trust is that
two peers never exchange information directly, and they es-
tablish trust relationship based on recommendation from
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other peers. The recommendation reputation is from other
peers′ evaluation, and its credibility depends on the credi-
bility of recommendation information. In order to suppress
misbehavior of malicious peers, such as slander and strate-
gic attack, and to reduce the risk of recommendation trust,
this paper presents a novel trust model based on mutual
evaluation, called METrust. In order to suppress false eval-
uation, we propose the mutual evaluation consistency fac-
tor and its time decay function to give different weight to
the consumer′s evaluation in direct trust computing. More-
over, to reduce the risk of recommending, the similarity risk
is proposed to measure the uncertainty of the similarity of
recommendation in recommending trust computing. Incen-
tive and punishment mechanism is also adopted to improve
the initiative of peers, encourage good behavior, and punish
malicious peers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, in
Section 2, we present a summary of related work on this
topic. Second, in Section 3, we describe our trust model
METrust in detail. Third, experiments and results are pre-
sented in Section 4. Finally, we draw the conclusions in
Section 5.

2 Related work

Many trust models have been proposed for P2P net-

works and can be divided into global trust models and lo-

cal trust models. In global trust models, each peer has a

unique global trust value iteratively calculated by gather-

ing the neighbor peers′ satisfaction, as described in some

famous models, including EigenTrust[4], PowerTrust[5], and

GossipTrust[6]. In local trust models, such as PeerTrust[7]

and TrustGuard[8], a peer gets other peers′ trust value by

querying some peers providing recommendation.

In recent years, some trust models are put forward
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to minimize the selfish and malicious peers′ behavior,

which mainly include trust models based on feedback, dy-

namic time-window, recommendation, and some others.

FCTrust[9] is a global trust model that distinguishes the

feedback credibility from service credibility. FCTrust is

based on feedback credibility (FC) to quantify and eval-

uate the trustworthiness of participants. TW-Trust[10] is

a local trust model based on time-window. It considers

the experience and recommendation′s time-sensitivity while

computing the trust value of peer. As for recommendation

based trust model, Tian et al.[11] proposed RETM, which is

based on recommendation evidence and filters out noisy rec-

ommendation information before combining the evidences.

Huang et al.[12] proposed a recommendation trust model

based on Dempster-Shafer (D-S) evidence theory. It de-

duces a peer′s local trust values from its transaction his-

tory and then combines the peer′s local trust values by

D-S combination rule and gets its global trust value fi-

nally. Another recommendation evidential trust model is

based on the Dezert-Smarandache theory[13], which has a

higher expressiveness than the trust models based on the

D-S theory. Among others, an alternative social-network-

based reputation ranking algorithm called Poisonedwater

is proposed to solve front peers attacks[14]. Tian et al.[15]

proposed a super-peer based trust model, in which peers

gather in a group according to their interest similarity and

unfair feedbacks are filtered by algorithm based on peers′

similarity. In addition, a reputation management algorithm

for distributed hash table (DHT)-based P2P environment

is presented to select “good” peers cooperating and with-

stand malicious activity of single malevolent peers and their

collusions as well[16]. Moreover, a role-based trust model

is presented to establish trust among anonymous peers

exactly[17]. It builds credential graphs, which are converted

into credential tree by depth-first search (DFS) algorithm

for trust computation and delegation. These trust models

enhance the robustness by different methods.
In the trust models mentioned above, only the consumer

evaluates the transaction, but the provider′s evaluation is
neglected. Therefore, the consumer may slander the server
maliciously to collude or attack strategically. To evaluate
the trustworthiness of participating peers exactly, a trust
model based on mutual evaluation called METrust is pro-
posed in this paper. METrust is constructed on trust over-
lay network (TON)[5, 18]. Trust computing relies on direct
trust computing and aggregating the available feedbacks in
the network in hope of achieving as much robustness as pos-
sible. In the direct trust computing, mutual evaluation and
time decay function are used to compute the direct trust
value objectively. In recommending trust computing, sim-
ilarity risk that measures the uncertainty of the similarity
computing is used to improve calculation accuracy. The
trust value is stored in distributed way, and the incentive
and punishment mechanism is adopted to update trust val-
ues. At last, the experimental results show that METrust
outstands EigenTrust in both accurate trust computing and
the inhibition of the malicious peers.

3 Trust model: METrust

3.1 Architecture of METrust

METrust is based on TON and each peer has two major
modules: trust storage module and trust computing mod-
ule. The distributed architecture of METrust is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The architecture of METrust

TON is established by extending topology adaptation
algorithm proposed by Niu et al.[18] by which peers with
higher reputation have higher probabilities of being ac-
cepted as neighbors. Therefore, METrust optimizes neigh-
bor sets of peers. In addition, TON provides four important
classes to manage connections, resources, neighbor peers,
and transactions, respectively. These classes call the rout-
ing and peers management procedures supported by under-
lying P2P overlay network to achieve their functions.

To store the necessary information for trust computation,
trust storage module maintains two lists: an evaluation list
and a neighbor list. Evaluation list is used to preserve his-
torical n times evaluations about direct transactions, in-
cluding evaluations of remote peers and its own. N is con-
trolled by time window. The smaller the time window is,
the less the storage space is needed, but the less accurately
the trust value is computed. Therefore, the time window is
decided by specific applications. Neighbor list records the
trust values of logical neighbor peers. Supposing that peer
A downloads a file from peer B, the evaluation information
is added to evaluation list. Then, the trust value of peer B
is updated due to the evaluation of this transaction.

Trust computing module is responsible for calculating the
trust value of the service provider. It consists of direct trust
computing submodule and recommendation trust comput-
ing submodule. The direct trust computing submodule cal-
culates the direct trust value by using mutual evaluation
information in evaluation list on both consumer peer and
provider peer. The recommendation trust computing sub-
module aggregates the recommendation information coming
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from peers in friend list to get recommendation trust value.
At last, trust computing module combines the direct and
the recommendation trust value.

3.2 Deployment of METrust

When a transaction request is issued by peer A, class
connection on peer A tries to connect other peers according
to routing algorithm. Class connection on the peer, which
receives the request, forwards it and meanwhile checks if it
is able to respond to it. Then, class connection on peer A
selects a peer with the highest trust value from responding
peers and connects it. Supposing peer B is selected, with
class transaction, peer A and peer B cooperate to carry
out this transaction, get the mutual evaluation information
from respective cache, and save it in the evaluation list.

When a transaction is completed, trust computing mod-
ule on peer A checks the evaluation list to search peer A′s
historical evaluation of peer B, and trust computing module
on peer B reads the evaluation list in peer B′s trust storage
to search the evaluation of its own. With the help of the
evaluation information from two sides, the direct trust value
of peer B will be computed by peer A using trust computing
module. Then, peer A obtains its friend list. Subsequently,
peer A aggregates the recommending trust value of peer
B by using recommendation information given by peers in
friend list. Finally, peer A calculates the trust value of peer
B through the direct trust value and the recommendation
trust value.

Friend list records the recommending peers in recommen-
dation trust computation, and it is obtained dynamically.
Recommending peer is the peer that has direct transaction
with target peer (here it is peer B), and its reputation is
higher than a threshold. Friend list is obtained by retriev-
ing the neighbor list and the neighbor peer′s evaluation list
iteratively. When peer A needs to compute the recommen-
dation trust value of peer B, peer A retrieves its neighbor
list and connects its neighbor peers. The neighbor peer
searches its evaluation list to check whether it has ever in-
teracted with peer B directly. If this is true and the repu-
tation of this neighbor peer is higher than a threshold, this
neighbor peer would be regarded as a friend peer of peer
A. This process goes on until enough friend peers are found
or time to live (TTL) is zero. In initialization, the friend
peers are randomly selected because both lists are empty.

After a transaction, neighbor list is updated by topol-
ogy adaptation algorithm. Peer A chooses some new peers
as preneighbors from peer B′s evaluation list and neigh-
bor list, and sends the requests to these peers for neigh-
bor relationship. When receiving the requests, the pre-
neighbor peers check the trust value of the requester. If
it is higher than a threshold, both peers record each other
in their neighbor lists, and the neighbor relationship is es-
tablished. Thus, some peers with higher trust values are
connected, which improves the quality of service, isolates
malicious peers and resists collusion attack effectively. In
initialization, the neighbor list is empty.

3.3 Trust value computing

In METrust, we suppose the trust value is distributed in
the interval of [0, 1]. 1 means full trustworthiness, while 0 is

definitely untrustworthy. For a new peer, we know nothing
about it, and there is no way for us to determine whether
it is good or bad. Therefore, we choose 0.5 as its initial
trust value, which is the mean value on the close interval
[0, 1]. The trust value is aggregated by the direct trust value
and the recommendation trust values, which is calculated
as shown in (1):

Tij = δDij + (1− δ)Rij . (1)

Tij is the trust value of peer i for target peer j. Dij rep-
resents the direct trust value of j computed by i according
to past n direct transactions. Rij is the recommendation
trust value of peer i for target peer j calculated by the rec-
ommendation information from friend peers of peer i. The
direct trust factor δ (0 6 δ 6 1) is peer i′s confidence about
its transaction-based rating for peer j. The larger δ is, the
more possible i trusts itself. If peer i only trusts its direct
transactions and does not care about the recommendations
from other peers, δ can be 1. Otherwise, δ can be 0.

1) Direct trust computing
In most trust models, the direct trust value is computed

according to the rating of the consumer to the provider.
This rating may be given casually or even maliciously. In
order to suppress dishonest evaluation, service consumer
also reports the rating to itself after a transaction. If two
ratings are opposite, that is, one is good, and the other is
bad; there may be dishonest one. The effect of this eval-
uation should be decreased. Otherwise, if two ratings are
consistent, the effect of this evaluation should be enlarged.
Therefore, we propose the mutual evaluation consistency
factor to give different weight to the consumer′s evaluation.

Once a transaction is completed, both participants will
give evaluations. The evaluations of the transaction that
occurred at different times will have different effects on
the direct trust value. The nearer the time of transac-
tion is, the more important the evaluation is. Therefore,
in the computation of the direct trust, the time decay func-
tion is adopted. METrust uses time window whose length
is n to save the latest n times of transaction evaluations.
Supposing [t1, t2, · · · , tn] is a time window and represents
the time of the latest n transactions between peer i and j,
dij = {dt1

ij , dt2
ij , dt3

ij , · · · , dtn
ij } is the evaluations of peer i to

j in time window above, in which d
tk
ij represents the evalua-

tion of the service at tk, and dtn
ij represents the most nearest

evaluation. f(tk) is time decay function, Dij is the direct
trust value peer i calculated for target peer j, as shown in
(2).

Dij =

tn∑
tk=t1

f(tk)d
tk
ij

tn∑
tk=t1

f(tk)

. (2)

Definition 1. Time decay function f(tk). The evalu-
ation weight of transaction at tk is defined as time decay
function f(tk) detailed in (3). θij is distributed in the inter-
val of [0, 1], which makes nearer transactions have higher
weight.

f(tk) = θ
tn−tk
ij , 0 < θij < 1, t1 6 tk 6 tn. (3)
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From (3), we can conclude that the larger θij is, the larger
Dij is. However, θij is chosen subjectively and randomly in
many proposed trust models, which destroys the objectivity
of trust computation. We propose a novel method in which
mutual evaluation consistency factor in Definition 2 is used
to calculate f(tk). Both service consumer and provider re-
port ratings about the outcome after a transaction. If the
two ratings are consistent, θij should be enlarged to make
the direct trust of service provider increase, while if they
are inconsistent, θij should be lowered to decrease its direct
trust value.

Definition 2. Mutual evaluation consistency factor θij

is the consistency degree of recent n transactions between
peer i and j, as shown in (4).

θij =

tn∑
tk=t1

(d
tk
ij − dij)× (d

tk
jj − djj)

√√√√
tn∑

tk=t1

(d
tk
ij − dij)

2 ×
√√√√

tn∑
tk=t1

(d
tk
jj − djj)

2

(4)

where djj = {dt1
jj , dt2

jj , dt3
jj , · · · , dtn

jj } presents the ratings of

peer j for its services in time window [t1, t2, · · · , tn], dij

is the average rating of recent n transactions that peer i
calculates for server peer j, and djj is the average rating of
peer j for its n services.

2) Recommendation trust computing
The recommendation trust of peer i toward peer j is ag-

gregated by using friend peers′ recommending information.
According to the trust level of peer i to its friend peer, peer
i will give different weight to the recommendation. There is
uncertainty about weight selection. We introduce the risk
factor to measure the uncertainty.

Let Q be a group of friend peers of peer i toward peer j.
fkj is the rating of friend peer k for peer j. wk denotes the
credibility of the feedback submitted by k. Recommending
trust is calculated as follows:

Rij =
∑

k∈Q

wk×fkj . (5)

As can be seen from (5), wk is a kind of weight of recom-
mending peer k. The larger wk is, the more credible the rec-
ommendation of peer k is. wk can be computed by measur-
ing the similarity between peer k and other peers. METrust
introduces cosine similarity measure. Let Pi denote the set
of peers that have interacted with peer i, and Pk denotes the
set of peers that have interacted with peer k. P = Pi ∩ Pk,
denotes the common set of peers, which have interacted
with both peer i and peer k. In addition, nP is the number
of peers in P . The direct trust by peer i and the direct
trust by peer k over P are modeled as two vectors, which
are (Di1, Di2, · · · , DinP ) and (Dk1, Dk2, · · · , Dknp). In

some trust models[7], the similarity Cik is defined in (6),
and the credibility wk can be calculated by Cik, which is
calculated in (7). Wdefault denotes the default value when

P is empty.

Cik = cos θik =

nP∑
t=1

Dit ×Dkt

√√√√
nP∑
t=1

D2
it ×

√√√√
nP∑
t=1

D2
kt

(6)

wk =





Cik∑
t∈P

Cit

, np 6= 0

wdefault, np = 0.

(7)

However, the precision of the similarity Cik depends on
nP . The less nP is, the less precise the similarity is. There-
fore, METrust introduces a risk factor CRik to measure the
uncertainty in similarity computation.

Definition 3. Similarity risk factor CRik is a degree
reflecting how peer i and k care about the risk in similarity
computation.

Supposing that ni denotes the number of peers that have
interacted with peer i and nk denotes the number of peers
that have interacted with peer k, CRik is computed in (8).
Moreover, wk is calculated in (9) with the help of CRik,
where α ∈ [0, 1]. α is used to adjust the proportion of
CRik in wk. The smaller α is, the less it is concerned about
similarity risk.

CRik = 1− np

ni + nk − np
(8)

wk =





Cik

αCRik∑
t∈P

Cit

αCRit

, np 6= 0

wdefault, np = 0.

(9)

3) Incentive and punishment mechanism
There are many uncooperative peers in P2P systems,

such as free riders, which only enjoy service from other
peers, but do not offer service. Besides, some mali-
cious peers do not give other peers feedbacks or even give
false feedbacks. Incentive and punishment mechanism in
METrust is implemented as follows: First, TON is con-
structed, by which peers with higher trust values are se-
lected as neighbors, and malicious peers are isolated because
of their low trust values. Therefore, the probability that a
peer selects malicious peers as service peers is reduced. Sec-
ond, we encourage the peer which offers accurate feedbacks
by raising its trust value and punish the peer that offers
false feedbacks by decreasing its trust value, which is real-
ized by classifying the recommending peers′ ratings toward
service provider.

From TBRM[19], we can see that when we take the service
provider′s real trust value as the benchmark, there will be a
few recommending peers that give too high or too low rat-
ings toward service provider, and most of the recommending
peers′ ratings will be similar as the benchmark. Normal dis-
tribution can be applied to express this rule, and it is shown
in Fig. 2. Supposing there are n recommending peers and
X is the expectation and σ2 is the variance of the Normal
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distribution, the normal distribution can be established in
(10).

X =
1

n

n∑

k=1

fkj , σ2 =
1

n

n∑

k=1

f2
kj −X

2
. (10)

According to the distribution function, we classify the
recommending peers into two kinds by its trust value, one
of which is in interval A: [X − d × σ, X + d × σ], and the
other is outside of interval A, where d is defined in accor-
dance with different environment. Trust value is therefore
updated according to (11). For example, if recommending
peer k′s rating on target peer j belongs to interval A, peer
k will be rewarded with an adding value, which is the multi-

plication of 1−Tik with an incentive factor e−|fkj−X|. Oth-
erwise, k will be punished with a decreasing value, which
is the multiplication of 1 − Tik with a punishment factor

1− e−|fkj−X|.

Tik =

{
Tik + e−|fkj−X| × (1− Tik), fkj ∈ A

Tik − (1− e−|fkj−X|)× (1− Tik), fkj /∈ A.
(11)

Fig. 2 Distribution of recommending peers

4 Simulation experiments

Several experiments were performed to evaluate the fea-
sibility and effectiveness of METrust in P2P file-sharing
system. We choose the same network model used by
EigenTrust[4] and construct a Gnutella-like flat unstruc-
tured P2P network. The network initially consists of
1 000 nodes interconnected by a power-law distribution with
k=2.14. We set 10 000 distinct files in our experimental
system. Each peer is assigned to 10 different files randomly
and each file is set good or wicked randomly. Each peer is
able to issue queries for files, peers can respond to queries,
and files can be transferred between two peers to conclude
a search process. When a query for a file is issued, it is
flooding in the usual Gnutella way, peers that receive the
query forward it and check if they are able to respond to it.
Then, the list of peers having this file is generated, and the
one with the highest reputation is selected to download the
desired file. We carried out 100 experiments with 100 down-
loads in each experiments. Table 1 shows the parameters
and default values used in our experiments.

The experiments run on a dual-processor Dell server with
Linux kernel 2.6.9. The programs are developed with C++.

Table 1 Parameters and default values used

Parameter Value

Amount of peers 1000

Count of files 10000

Amount of each peer′s files 10

Direct trust factor δ 0.5

Risk factor α 0.5

d 0.5

Friend peer threshold 0.7

Number of neighbor peers r 6

TTL 6

Time window n 10

The experiments are divided into two groups, one group
is to evaluate the performance, and the other is to discuss
the security. According to different experiment goals, peers
are classified into good peers, general peers, and malicious
peers in our experimental system. Good peers provide good
files and honest feedbacks. General peers offer good files
and give random feedbacks. Malicious peers include simple
malicious peers, collusive peers, on-off peers, and oscillating
peers. Simple malicious peers provide wicked files and dis-
honest feedbacks. Collusive peers offer good files and give
dishonest feedbacks to exaggerate the peers of the same
kind and slander good peers. On-off peers provide good
files and honest feedbacks to build trust at the beginning,
but afterward, they offer wicked files and false feedbacks.
Oscillating peers alter their behavior between building and
milking trust.

In the following experiments, Non-trust, EigenTrust, and
METrust are compared to evaluate the performance and
security of METrust. In the scheme with Non-trust, the
P2P networks offer no security countermeasures, and each
peer randomly selects a peer as service provider. In the
scheme of EigenTrust, each peer downloads files according
to EigenTrust. While in the scheme of METrust, files are
downloaded according to METrust.

4.1 Performance analysis

Performance testing experiments were carried out by
comparing successful transaction rate, total package size,
and consuming time. Transaction success rate is the ra-
tio of the amount of good files and the amount of all files
downloaded in all time windows of an experiment. In these
group experiments, the peers include good peers of 40 %,
general peers of 20 % and simple malicious peers of 40 %.
We carried out 100 experiments with 100 downloads in each
experiment.

1) Successful transaction rate
Successful transaction rate is measured, as shown in

Fig. 3, from which we can see that due to the experimental
randomness, the curves of three schemes are various in dif-
ferent experiments. Nevertheless, the curve of METrust is
a little higher than the curve of EigenTrust, and it always
stays on the top. This is due to TON and the incentive and
punishment mechanism. In METrust, the peers with higher
trust value have higher probability of being selected as ser-
vice peers by constructing TON. Moreover, good peers are
encouraged, and malicious peers are punished. However,
because of the lack of punishment for malicious peers in
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EigenTrust, the transaction success rate is lower than that
of METrust. After about 50 experiments, the curves of
METrust and EighenTrust become relatively high and keep
stable. However, the curve of Non-trust always stays at the
bottom and remains horizontal in each experiment. The
reason is that there is no trust model, so transaction peers
are randomly selected. This experiment demonstrates that
comparing with EigenTrust, METrust improves the feasi-
bility and effectiveness.

2) Comparison of total package size
Total package size is adopted to measure the flow in the

transmission of the three schemes. Fig. 4 shows the total
package size in three schemes. Basically, the three curves
increase linearly as the experiment times increase. The
curves of METrust and EigenTrust ascend more quickly
than Non-trust because more trust computation between
peers is needed as the experimental times increase. We note
that the total package size of METrust is lower than that
of EigenTrust but higher than that of Non-trust. The rea-
son is that EigenTrust calculates a peer′s global trust value
iteratively by gathering information in the whole network
after each transaction, while METrust is a local trust model
and it gets peers′ trust value by querying friend peers only.
As there is no need to gather information for the calcula-
tion of trust value, the curve of Non-trust always stays at
the bottom. The results show that METrust decreases the
overheads than that of EigenTrust.

Fig. 3 Comparison of successful transaction rates in three

schemes

Fig. 4 Comparison of total package sizes

3) Comparison of consuming time
The consuming time is used to measure the time cost

in the three schemes. Fig. 5 plots the consuming time as

the experiment times increase. Note that the curves of the
three schemes nearly reach to linearity with the experiments
going on because the same calculation is taken after each
download. Non-trust takes less time than the other two
owing to the absence of trust model. Moreover, the curve
of METrust always stays between that of Non-trust and
EigenTrust because METrust does not need to search trust
information for target peer in the whole network to compute
global trust. This experiment demonstrates that METrust
is better than EigenTrust in consuming time.

4.2 Security analysis

The security of METrust is evaluated when there exist
free riding and some common attacks, such as simple mali-
cious attack, collusion, on-off attack, and oscillation. There
are 100 experiments with 100 downloads carried out in each
experiment.

1) Free riding
In this scenario, there were good peers of 40%, general

peers of 20%, and simple malicious peers of 40 % as men-
tioned above. A peer was randomly selected as a free rider,
which only downloaded files and did not provide any ser-
vices and feedbacks. The changes of neighbors′ number of
good peers and the free rider are shown in Fig. 6. Suppose
that the upper limiting number of neighbors of each peer is
6 in our experiment. We can see that when the experiment
reaches 30 times, the number of the free rider′s neighbors
is 3, while it is 4 for the good peer. When the experiment
times reach 50, the number of the free rider′s neighbors is
0, while it is 6 for the good peer. The reason is that the free
rider is isolated because of its no contributions. Therefore,
METrust can resist free rider effectively.

Fig. 5 Comparison of consuming times

Fig. 6 Comparison of neighbors′ numbers of good peer and free

rider
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2) Simple malicious attack
In this scenario, we divided peers into good peers and

simple malicious peers. The percentage of simple mali-
cious peers varied by increment of 10%, from 10% to 90%.
The successful transaction rate after 1000 downloads is ob-
served, as shown in Fig. 7. With the simple malicious peers′

percentage increasing, the curves of METrust, EigenTrust,
and Non-trust descend. However, the curve of the METrust
is a little higher than EigenTrust and always stays on the
top. The curve of Non-trust descends quickly. When the
percentage of malicious peers reaches 60%, downloads from
good peers in METrust still keep a higher level and exceed
EigenTrust, which is owing to incentive and punishment
mechanism. As a result, METrust is a more effective model
to restrain malicious behavior than EigenTrust.

Fig. 7 Comparison of successful transaction rates in different

percent of simple malicious peers

3) Collusion
In this scenario, we divided peers into good peers and

collusive peers. Collusion league had an evil intention of
subverting system by reporting false feedbacks. The ratio
of collusive peers varied by increment of 10%, from 10%
to 50%. Successful transaction rate is compared among
METrust, EigenTrust, and Non-trust to evaluate the effi-
ciency of METrust against collusive attack. In Fig. 8, we
can see that the successful transaction rate of METrust is
always higher than EigenTrust and declines slowly. The
results show that METrust can effectively resist collusive
attack. The reason is that the peer′s evaluation of itself for
service is introduced in METrust. In this way, it is difficult
for the collusive peers to form the collusive league.

Fig. 8 Comparison successful transaction rates in collusive sce-

nario

4) On-off attack
We selected a peer as on-off peer randomly, which first

provided good files and honest feedbacks in the former 50
experiments and then bad files and dishonest feedbacks in
the later 50 experiments. The trust values of the peer in
100 experiments are evaluated, as shown in Fig. 9. The trust
value is higher than 0.8 and increases gradually in the for-
mer 50 experiments. However, with the experiments going
on, the curve descends greatly due to the bad files given by
the peer. The reason is that when the peer offers good files,
the trust value will increase by incentive mechanism. Oth-
erwise, the trust value will decrease by punishment mecha-
nism.

Fig. 9 Change of on-off peer′s trust value

5) Oscillation
We simulated an oscillating peer selected randomly.

Fig. 10 shows the computed trust value of the oscillating
peer between building and milking trust with the frequency
of 20 experiments. First, the peer provides good files and
honest feedbacks, so the trust value is high. Then, its trust
value decreases greatly when it milks trust by giving bad
files. We note that the rebuilding of trust value is slow,
that is, the oscillating peer cannot simply increase its trust
value quickly by acting well within a short period, which is
owing to the incentive and punishment mechanism. As the
experiments go on, the more the milking behaviors are, the
more slowly the trust value builds back. This experiment
shows METrust can detect the oscillating behavior in time
and resist strategically changed action of malicious peers.

Fig. 10 Change of oscillating peer′s trust value

From experimental results above, we can see that
METrust can effectively defend uncooperative and several
malicious behaviors. The main tradeoff is the maintain-
ing cost of TON. In addition to the communication cost
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of retrieving required information for each trust computa-
tion, more messages are sent to adapt neighbor peers and
maintain TON. Another tradeoff is the storage cost. In
METrust, each peer maintains the mutual evaluation in-
formation of the historical transactions and the reputation
information of neighbor peers. If the system scale increases
and each peer interacts with a large number of peers, the
storage cost will increase rapidly. However, this can be con-
trolled by the size of time window, which means we can take
the storage cost under control. During trust computation,
the major cost is computing the mutual evaluation consis-
tency for transactions in a time window and the similarity
risk of recommendations. These depend on the length of
the evaluation list. The computational complexity is O(L).
Parameter L is the length of evaluation list. Compared
with the processing capacity of current computer systems,
the computational cost of METrust is negligible.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, a novel trust model called METrust is pro-
posed for P2P systems, in which trust value is stored in
distributed way and aggregated by the direct trust and the
recommendation trust. First, neighbor relationships are es-
tablished by TON, which improves the accuracy of trust
computing and can resist collusion effectively. Second, the
direct trust is computed by mutual ratings and time de-
cay function after a direct transaction. The mutual eval-
uation factor is adopted to calculate time decay function
objectively. Third, in the recommendation trust computa-
tion, similarity and similarity risk are used as the credibility
measure to aggregate the ratings from recommending peers.
At last, incentive and punishment mechanism is adopted to
improve the initiative of peers, encourage good behavior
and punish malicious peers. The experimental results show
the effectiveness of METrust in performance and security
against various malicious peers.

Future work will focus on improving the robustness and
adaptability of trust model. In the actual network environ-
ment, the behaviors of malicious peers are much more com-
plicated and a combination of almost any malicious peers
can create a new malicious act[20]. We are investigating dif-
ferent threat models in distributed computing environments
and exploring mechanisms to make METrust more robust
against malicious behaviors. Also, we aim to extend and
implement METrust in other distributed systems, such as
Ad Hoc network and wireless sensor networks (WSN), etc.
In such resource-limited environments, the trust manage-
ment model is another concern. How to effectively utilize
the limited computing, storage, communication, or energy
resources of peers to improve the survivability of the Ad
Hoc network or WSN is worthy of further research.
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